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0. Introduction

For a closed curve γ(x) in a riemannian manifold M we define its energy E(γ)
by \\dxγf. The first variation (d/dt)t=oE(γ(t, *)) is given by -2<dtγ, Vlγ>.
Therefore, its Euler-Lagrange equation is the equation of geodesies. We consider
a corresponding hyperbolic equation of /=/(£, x) :

(H) V2t7 + μdt7=V2

xγ9

where the coefficient μ represents the resistance and is usually a positive constant.
This equation is locally expressed as

which is a semi-linear wave equation.
Eells and Sampson [l] introduced a corresponding heat equation

(P) dtγ=Vlγ.

We know that if the manifold M is compact and real analytic, then the solution of
(P) exists for all time and converges to a geodesic [3].

Physically, equation (H) represents the equation of motion of a rubber band
in viscous liquid. Therefore, it is likely that results similar to (P) hold. In fact we
will prove the following result.

Theorem. Let M be a complete riemannian manifold and μ a constant.
Then Cauchy problem (H) for closed curves has a unique solution γ(t, x) on Rx
S1. If M is compact and μ>0, then the solution almost converges to geodesies
that is, 3ί/-^0 and V*/— >0 when f— >oo.

However the convergence of / itself is still open, even on a manifold with

negative sectional curvature.
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REMARK. Gu [2, Theorem] proved that equation (H) without resistance (i.e.,

μ = Q) has an all time solution. He essentially used the equality (V*— Vχ)(dt — dx)γ

= 0, which fails when μΦO. We will overcome this difficulty by systematic use of
covariant derivation.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we use the following notation. Let M be a riemannian

manifold. We consider closed curves γ=γ(x) in M and families γ—γ(t, x) of

closed curves. The partial derivation is denoted by 3 and the riemannian covariant

derivation is denoted by V. The pointwise norm | * |, the Lz norm || * || and the Li

inner product < * , * > are defined by | * \2=g( * , # ) , < * , # > = / #(*,* }dx and
Jsi

||*||2=<*, *>.

Let 7 be a map : RtXRχ-^M. A(^+#)-th covariant derivation V*V* ••• V*

with p Vί's and q Vx's is denoted by Pp,q, regardless of the order of derivations.

It is also denoted by Pn (n=p + q)9 when we do not specify the numbers p and q
separately.

Lemma 1.1. If we denote by Qp+q-2 the difference Pp,qγ — V?V%γ for p+q

>2, then Qn has the following properties :

a) Qn can be expressed as a linear combination

b) In the above expression of Qn, *Σm+=ιjm = n + 2 for each term.

c) Qn is a polynomial with respect to Piγ's (i<n). Moreover, each term of Qn

can contain at most one Pnj.

Proof. Property c) is a consequence of properties a) and b). Therefore we
have to check a) and b). They trivially hold for p + q = 2. In fact, ζ?o=0. Suppose
that they hold for p-\-q<n + 2. For induction, assuming p+q = n + 2, we have to

check the forms Pp+ι,q7=VtPp,g7 and Pp,q+ι7=VxPp,qγ. For the first form, we

have

and the term Qn+ι — VtQn has the desired properties.
If the second form VxPp,qγ only contains V*, the claim holds. If it contains

Vί, we have
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Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.2. Let γ be a solution of (H) and φ a Pnγ. Then we have

where Qn has properties a) — c) in Lemma 1.1.

Proof, let φ be a PP,qγ (p+q = n). Then,

Q.E.D.

2. All time existence

We start from a standard short time existence result in [4].

Theorem 2.1 [4, Theorem 7.5]. For any closed C3 curve 7o(x) and any C2

vector field 7\(x) along /o, there is a positive constant T such that equation (H)
with initial data /(O, x)=7o(x) and 3ί/(0, x)=7\(x) has a unique solution γ(t, x)
on Q<t<T.

Let T be the largest number such that a solution /(£,#) with C°° initial data
7o(x) exists on 0</< T. If we can prove that the solution γ(t, x) is uniformly
bounded on [0, T)x5 x in.Cn-norm for each n, then we can extend the solution
beyond the time T. This implies that the maximal existence time is infinite. To
consider negative time interval (— T, 0], we change the time variable t to — r, and
get the same equation with resistance — μ. Therefore, the proof of all time existence
is reduced to the following

Proposition 2.2. Let 7o(x) be a C°° closed curve on M and γ\(x) a C°° vector
field along /o. Let γ(t, x) be a solution of (H) with initial data /(O, x) = γ^(x)
and 3f/(0, x) = 7\(x) on 0<t< T, where T is a finite positive number. Then, any
\Pn7\ is uniformly bounded on [0,T)xS1.

Proof. To prove this, we change the coordinate system {t, x] to {ξ=tjrx, η
= t— x}. Then we have dt — dξ-\-dη and dx=dξ — dη. Therefore, for φ = Pn7,
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Hence, by Lemma 1.2,

where Q'n denotes a form Qn + Qn-ι. Note that Qό=0. From this equation, we have

, Q'n)

ηφ\\Q'n\.

Fix a time t and take a maximal point (t, x) of |V?$?|2. Then, at that point,

dt\Vvφ\2 = (dt + dx)\Vvφ\2 = 2dt\Vvφ\2

<L\μ\\Vvφ\2+\μ\\Vtφ\\V,φ +\V,φ\\Q'n\.

Therefore, we have

<\μ\ max |Vτ7£>|2~Hμ| max \Vξφ\ max |V^ς?|+ max \Vηφ\ max \Q'n\.

Adding a symmetric formula for \Vς<p to this, we get

max |V^|}2 + max'|Gi|{max |V^|+ max \Vηφ\}
,^|2+ max |V^|2}+ max \Q'n\

2

Here, the derivation (d/dt)u(t) means

r u(t)-u(t-h)lim sup — ̂ -̂  — r-^ - -.Λ-+OO^ H

Now we can prove our claim by induction. Noting that QΌ— 0 in the above
inequality, we see that the C1 norm of γ is bounded by the initial data. In
particular, the norm of any covariant derivatives of curvature tensor of M is
bounded on the image of 7. Thus the claim holds for n = l. Suppose that the claim
holds up to n. Then, φ and QΉ in the above inequality are uniformly bounded on
[0, T) X S1. Therefore, the above inequality implies that max |V^|2+ max \Vηφ\2

is bounded on [0, T), hence Vφ — Pn+\7 is uniformly bounded on [0, T)xS1.
Q.E.D.

3. Convergence

Now, we suppose that μ>0 and show the convergence. Let γ be the solution
of (H) and put φ — Pnj. We use an energy inequality for wave equations. Using
Lemma 1.2, we have
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-jΓ(\\Vtφ\\2+\\Vxφ\\2)+2μ\\Vtφ\\2

, V t

= -2<VxVtφ, Vxφ> + 2<Vxφ, VtVxφ> + 2<Q'n, Vtφ>

= 2<Qn,

where Qn denotes a form Qn + Qn-ι. Note that QΌ=0.
We show the following proposition by induction.

Proposition 3.1.
1) Any \\Pn7\\ is bounded on [0, oo).
2) Any ίo\\Pnγ\\2dt is finite except Pnγ=dxγ (and P0/).

Proof. Nothing that QΌ = 0 in the above inequality, we have

Intergrating both hand sides by t, we see that the claim holds for n = l. Suppose

that the claim holds up to n. In the above inequality, if the factor Vxφ=VxPn7
contains V*, then

And if not,

In both cases, we have

Summing up this inequality for all φ=Pnγ, we have

where ε can be taken arbitrarily small. Here, ΣP« means summation Σ? with
respect to all φ of form Pnj. Take ε=μ. Then we see that

- ί n 7
Clΐ Pn Pn

is dominated by a bounded L\ function, because at least one Pij is not dxγ in each
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term of Q'n. Thus, integrating by t, we see that any ||Pn+ι7||2 is uniformly bounded

and that any ||VfPΛ/|| is L2. Then, also any ||V^Pn/|| is £2, because it can be

expressed by a ||Vί/ny|| and QnS. Therefore, the claim holds for n + l. Q.E.D.

End of the proof of Theorem. Finally, we remark that the derivative

(d/dt)\\Pn7\\2 is expressed by Pn+i/, and hence is uniformly bounded on [0, oo) by

Lemma 3.1. Therefore, any ||Pn/||2 (except dxγ) converges to 0 when /^°o.
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